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A CATALOGUE OF FILMS ON GENDER EQUITY, SENSITIZATION & THE RELATED ISSUES 

 

TITLE LINK / DESCRIPTION 

MUSKAAN 
Animated Short Film on Gender Equality and Female Foeticide. 
https://youtu.be/daaSNSV7WP4 (Complete Film Link) 

TAMANNA 

Tamanna is a 6 minutes Short Film that explains how the environment at home 
affects a child's mindset. The movie talks about gender discrimination & it's ill 
effects on girl child's psychology.  
https://youtu.be/ltEBXbdIiVA (Complete Film Link) 

HeForShe Equality Story 
A senior village chief from Malawi annuls 455 customary marriages, and sends 
1312 girls and 143 boys back to school.  
https://youtu.be/Rn0RAhpgiDA (Complete Film Link) 

Whale Rider 
A 12-year-old Māori (New Zealand’s indigenous people) girl, whose grandfather is 
a senior elder, challenges the male tradition of the next chief being chosen by 
which boy can ride a whale. https://youtu.be/eSuBMJpPBBo (Trailer Link) 

The Eagle Huntress 
A beautifully filmed documentary of a 13-year-old Mongolian girl, who, lovingly 
coached by her father, challenges the exclusively male arena of eagle hunting.  
https://youtu.be/ERFElbCBT90 (Trailer Link) 

Suffragette 
A cascade of events thrusts the lead female character into the role of reluctant 
activist in 1912 London. https://youtu.be/056FI2Pq9RY  

Maiden 
In the days when around-the-world-sailboat racing was entirely male, 27-year-old 
Tracy Edwards captained the first all-female crew. This is their extraordinary story. 
https://youtu.be/OMBM10cBhIs (Trailer Link) 

Arrival 

Twelve featureless ellipsoidal alien spaceships position themselves at random 
locations around the globe transmitting a language no one can understand. A star 
female linguist is recruited by the U.S. Army to interpret.  
https://youtu.be/tFMo3UJ4B4g (Trailer Link) 

Seahorse: The Dad Who Gave Birth 
A tender, multi-faceted documentary about a transgender man’s three-year long 
journey to have a baby. Who gets to decide what is “normal”? 
https://youtu.be/0MUtJJDaDPk (Trailer Link) 

Hidden Figures 
The true story of how a group of African-American women provided crucial 
mathematical support for the early days of the space program and the systemic 
prejudice they endured doing it. https://youtu.be/RK8xHq6dfAo (Trailer Link) 

Being 17 
A story of two boys in the midst of their adolescence battling with their sexuality 
to reach an inevitable awakening. https://youtu.be/u4odOwOIH70 (Trailer Link) 

Rara 
The film views a lesbian marriage from the perspective of a 13-year-old girl, Sara, 
who in the backdrop experiences her own sexual awakening as well. 
https://youtu.be/tXA0b2NNATI (Trailer Link) 

The Summer of Sangaile 

A tantalizing tale of a 17-year-old girl, Sangaile whose obsession with stunt planes 
leads her to meet her counterpart- a vibrant and impulsive Auste - who helps her 
to come out of her inhibitions and embrace her true self. 
https://youtu.be/XX3VnXT_4GE (Trailer Link) 
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Specific facilities provided for women in Jhargram Raj College 2021-2022 

1. Safety & Security – There is a security at the Gate and the campus is under the 

surveillance of CCTV camera.  

2. Girls’ Common room- the college has a separate Girls’ Common Room.  

3. There is adequate purified water for drinking & separate Ladies washroom for the 

students. 

4. The Government Scholarship “kanyashree” is available for the Girls.  

5. There is a Girls’ Hostel, within the campus of the college.  
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